
Planets D6 / Eiram

Name: Eiram

Region: Outer Rim Territories, Galactic Frontier

System: Eiram system

Suns: 1

Class: Terrestrial

Atmosphere: Breathable

Points of interest: Eiram's northernmost continent, Eiram's southeastern continent, Eiramian water

purification site

Native species: Human

Government: Monarchy

Demonym: Eiramian

Major cities: Barraza

Affiliation: Galactic Republic

Description: Eiram was a terrestrial planet located in the Eiram system, alongside its twin planet E'ronoh.

The two worlds sought to compete over control of the system due to its nature as a hyperspace waypoint.

During the High Republic Era, Eiram was ruled by the queen regnant Dima and the queen consort

Thandeka. Thandeka was kidnapped by the Directorate, along with Monarch Cassel of E'ronoh, leading

to the Eiramâ€“E'ronoh crisis. As the Jedi's mission continued, Eiram along with E'ronoh, offered a

ransom to the Directorate and started to investigate the kidnappings on their own. After the crisis came to

an end, Eiram and E'ronoh's relationship rapidly improved, and they warmed to the Republic, allowing the

Starlight Beacon to be built in their territory.

Places of Interest

Barraza

Barraza was the largest coastal city in size aswell as in population on the planet of Eiram. It was located

on the northernmost continent. The city was surrounded by rocky terrain which consisted of cliffs and

crevasses.

History

In 230 BBY Barazza was in danger of being hit by the crashing lower half of Starlight Beacon. Because of

this impeding danger many of its inhabitants chose to flee the city which caused huge traffic jams and

several crashes.

Even though the city narrowly avoided obliteration by the efforts of Jedi Master Stellan Gios, it had not

escaped the station's crash unscathed. Despite the energy shielding Barazza posessed, massive waves

that were caused by Starlight's fall flooded buildings on the shoreline and left the streets littered with

debris and other scattered objects. Even though a major part of Barraza's population managed to get to

safety before the waves struck, some of those who could not or did not want to escape perished.



Erasmus Capital City

Erasmus Capital City was the capital city of the planet Eiram. 
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